
11/9/22
Attendees: Jenny Gagon, Cresta Winter, Karl Jensen, Marie Johnson, Elizabeth Dimond, Carli
O’Neil, Stephanie Andrus, Hailee Willis, and Kyla Bunnell

1. Jenny welcomed new members and members introduced themselves
2. October minutes were approved; motioned by Hailee Willis, second by Carli O’Neil, all

members present approved
3. Jenny discussed the plan for the rest of the year and the items that would be discussed

at each; January’s meeting will focus on the draft of the 23-23 plan; February’s meeting
will pass the 23-24 plan and approve the final report for 22-23, and March’s meeting will
wrap up the year with final update on school goals (through 3rd quarter) and plans for
future membership on the council (some members will rotate off in the 23-24 school
year).

4. Jenny updated the council on the current progress towards school goals.
a. Reading - goal is one year growth (measured by Star Test in academic months) -

CV has made 7 months of academic growth in quarter one (77% of our goal). In
addition, our average reading level at the end of Q1 is 6.1, up from 5.4 to start
the year

b. Math - we track progress using Aleks - we are currently mastering 26% of Aleks
content, this is 10% growth from the BOY, our goal is 80% by the end of the year.

c. Attendance - our goal is 90%, last quarter’s attendance school wide was 89%
d. Low Achievement - We had 6/198 students on our Low Achievement List - the

goal was to have 10% or less; CV had 3% of its students on the Low
Achievement list at the end of Q2; 97 % of our students were “passing” their
classes at the end of Q2

5. Discussion regarding next year’s goals included removing the science goal, math, and
low achievement goal, leaving and focusing on reading. All current funding could be
justified to support reading. In addition, we could consider a goal related to our students
who are in the lowest 25% of our RISE scores (the way the state tracks our growth).

a. Potential Funding:
i. Lexia and Star Software - Reading - keep
ii. Math Software - Aleks - remove - school could use TSSA funding
iii. Paraprofessionals - keep - both currently working in the success center

(tracking low achievement), we could continue this with a shift in focus
towards the lowest 25% assisting in classrooms and the success center

iv. Teacher PD - PLC and RTI focus - keep - supports both potential goals
v. Parent Engagement Nights (specifically focused on literacy nights) - add

as a potential item
vi. Science hands on supplies - remove - school budget can support - not

tracking science goal
vii. Teacher prep is currently paid to support math goal (added section of 6th

grade math) - the shift could be towards the paid prep of our instructional
coach since district funding will not be able to support this, the council
needs to explore to determine best use of this fund to support stated
goals



6. Jenny opened up the discussion for the possible use of parent feedback. Because end
of the year feedback doesn’t help many make change when it needs to be made, Jenny
suggested sending a survey now, collecting and discussing data amongst faculty,
reporting back to parents on highlights to then collect more data at midterm on 3rd
quarter (at our parent teacher conferences).

7. Next meeting will include a draft of next year’s plan and draft of the final report from last
year. Jenny will also be ready to update the council on our progress towards school
goals with the end of Q2 data.

8. Meeting adjourned (motioned by Hailee Willis, second by Carli, and all in favor)

10/18/22
Attendees: Cresta Winter, Jenny Gagon, Dayna Hansen, Hailie Willis, Stefanie Andrus

1. School Goal - reading goal, math goal, attendance goal, and data reviewed low
achievement goals.

2. School Report Card- Grade C - Tracking progress and accountability. Canyon View is
not doing its best but is working hard to change this trend. We are pushing hard in
reading and math.

3. Community Council is adding more members - Chair- Hailie Willis, Motion by Dayna
Hansen, Second by Jenny Gagon Approved - Co-Chair - Dayna Hansen, Motion by
Jenny Gagon, Seconded by Stefanie.

4. Future meetings- November, January, February, and April. All meetings will be held on
the second Wednesday of the month at 3:30. Notice and Agenda, November Training
adding 30-minute to the meeting. New member names will be submitted to the state.

5. Review of Rules of Order and Procedure- Next meeting, a vote will be held to adopt
these rules.

6. Review of the school goals and land trust money spent
7. Discussion about parent nights.


